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Monit gives FIs a never-before-seen 
view of their SMB clients through 
access to their general ledger data.
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“Many banks have not prioritized SMBs — forsaking the vast potential value 
and leaving many SMBs feeling that their needs are ignored”

Our award-winning technology empowers FIs to deepen their 
relationships with the SMBs they serve and drive successful 
outcomes for all parties.

Banking In Review, 2021
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Monit supercharges portfolio management for SMB 
stakeholders and supports outstanding customer experiences



FIs distribute Monit’s Business 
Insights product to business 
owners via Q2

Business owners securely connect 
their accounting package to Monit 
during a quick, one-time setup 
process

Monit delivers cashflow forecasts, 
customized insights, and 
hyper-targeted product offers to 
SMBs via Q2
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How Monit works

Monit’s persistent 
connection to general 
ledger data powers 
SMB-facing Business 
Insights product and 
FI-facing tools offering  
broader and deeper 
views of SMB 
financials for client 
service
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Frequently asked questions

Has Monit been reviewed or recognized by industry 
experts?

Absolutely. Monit was named Finovate’s Best in Show in 2020. In 
2021, Monit and received the Aite-Novarica Impact Innovation 
Award for Artificial Intelligence and Advanced Analytics for its 
launch implementation with Eastern Bank. We are also pleased to 
have been selected by MassChallenge for its 2021 fintech cohort and 
have also received several mentions in American Banker. 

Can Monit be white-labeled or branded?

Yes. Monit can be themed to match existing brand guidelines. FIs can 
also choose to give it a different name of their choosing to appear 
within Q2 (i.e. “Business Insights”)

How does Monit keep data secure and private?

Monit is SOC2 Type I and II certified, meeting or exceeding industry 
standards for information security. Business owners are always in 
control of their data and must provide explicit consent to provide FIs 
with direct access to it.

Can anyone use Monit?

Monit’s product for business owners can be accessed on any type of 
device that can browse the web. Business owners must also use a 
compatible accounting system, such as QuickBooks or Xero. Support 
for additional accounting systems is forthcoming in 2021.

Who is behind Monit?

Monit is built by a team of seasoned executives and technologists 
from the banking and financial services sectors. Investors in Monit 
include Correlation Ventures, JAM Fintop Capital, Runway Venture 
Partners, and TTV Capital.
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sales@monitapp.io


